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Through personal stories, proven experiences, and a thorough analysis of the biblical text, Building a Healthy Multi-Ethnic Church provides church leaders with a comprehensive model for understanding the critical components required to bring it about. Mark DeYmaz, pastor of one of the most multi-ethnic churches in the world, and the seven core commitments required to bring it about. Mark DeYmaz, pastor of one of the most multi-ethnic churches in the world, presents an up-close-and-personal look at seven common challenges to creating diversity in your church. Through real-life stories and practical illustrations, DeYmaz shows how to overcome the obstacles in order to build a healthy multi-ethnic church. He also includes the insights of other effective multi-ethnic church leaders from the United States and Australia. Ethics Blends - Mark DeYmaz - 2020-10-06

Increasingly, church leaders are recognizing the intrinsic power and beauty of the multi-ethnic church. Yet, more than a good idea, it’s a biblical, first-century standard with far-reaching evangelistic potential. How can your church overcome the obstacles in order to become a healthy, fruitful multi-ethnic church of faith? And why should you even try? In Ethics Blends, multi-ethnic church pastor Mark DeYmaz provides an up-close-and-personal look at seven common challenges to creating diversity in your church. Through real-life stories and practical illustrations, DeYmaz shows how to overcome the obstacles in order to build a healthy multi-ethnic church. He also includes the insights of other effective multi-ethnic church leaders from the United States and Australia. Ethics Blends describes what effective local churches in the 21st century will look like and shows us how to create them, together as one, beyond race and class distinctions. –Miles McPherson, Senior Pastor, The Rock Church, San Diego, CA –Mark DeYmaz, Senior Pastor, Austin Stone Community Church, Austin, TX –M. Scott}